In recent experiments [T. Basta et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S. A. 111, 670 (2014)] lipids and membrane proteins were observed to self-assemble into membrane protein polyhedral nanoparticles (MPPNs) with a well-defined polyhedral protein arrangement and characteristic size. We develop a model of MPPN self-assembly in which the preferred symmetry and size of MPPNs emerge from the interplay of protein-induced lipid bilayer deformations, topological defects in protein packing, and thermal effects. With all model parameters determined directly from experiments, our model correctly predicts the observed symmetry and size of MPPNs. Our model suggests how key lipid and protein properties can be modified to produce a range of MPPN symmetries and sizes in experiments. Utilization of MPPNs for high-resolution structural studies requires [4] control over the symmetry and size of MPPNs. In this Letter we develop a physical description of MPPNs which establishes a quantitative link between the shape of MPPNs and key molecular properties of their constituents. We first describe a simple meanfield model of MPPNs inspired by previous work on membrane budding [9-11] and viral capsid self-assembly [12] . Our mean-field model of MPPNs accounts for the lipid bilayer bending deformations induced by MscS [3, 5, 6] and the MscS packing defects resulting from the spherical topology of MPPNs, and yields the MPPN energy as a function of the number of MscS per MPPN without any free parameters. We confirm some of the key assumptions underlying our mean-field model by carrying out Monte Carlo simulations of a minimal molecular model of MPPN organization, which we formulate following previous work on viral capsid symmetry [13] . Finally, we use our mean-field model of MPPNs to calculate [12, 14, 15] the MPPN self-assembly phase diagram as a function of protein concentration, bilayer-protein contact angle, and protein size. We show that our model correctly predicts, with all model parameters determined directly from experiments, the observed [4] symmetry and size of MPPNs formed from MscS. Our results suggest that the preferred symmetry and size of MPPNs emerge from the interplay of protein-induced lipid bilayer deformations, topological defects in protein packing, and thermal effects.
Membrane proteins play a central role in a variety of essential cellular processes [1, 2] such as ion exchange, signaling, and membrane curvature regulation. The biologically relevant structures, and resulting functions, of many membrane proteins depend critically [2, 3] on their lipid bilayer environment, and on chemical and voltage gradients across the cell membrane. Yet, determination of membrane protein structure in lipid bilayer environments and in the presence of physiologically relevant transmembrane gradients has largely remained elusive. Recent experiments on membrane protein polyhedral nanoparticles (MPPNs) [4] present an exciting step towards overcoming this challenge. In these experiments, lipids and mechanosensitive channels of small conductance (MscS) [5, 6] were observed to self-assemble [4, 7] into lipid bilayer vesicles with a polyhedral protein arrangement [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The dominant polyhedral symmetry of MPPNs was found [4] to be the snub cube (snub cuboctahedron) with MscS located at its 24 vertices and a characteristic MPPN radius ≈ 20 nm. The well-defined symmetry and characteristic size of MPPNs may permit [4] structural analysis of membrane proteins with the membrane proteins embedded in a lipid bilayer environment and the closed surfaces of MPPNs supporting physiologically relevant transmembrane gradients.
Utilization of MPPNs for high-resolution structural studies requires [4] control over the symmetry and size of MPPNs. In this Letter we develop a physical description of MPPNs which establishes a quantitative link between the shape of MPPNs and key molecular properties of their constituents. We first describe a simple meanfield model of MPPNs inspired by previous work on membrane budding [9] [10] [11] and viral capsid self-assembly [12] . Our mean-field model of MPPNs accounts for the lipid bilayer bending deformations induced by MscS [3, 5, 6] and the MscS packing defects resulting from the spherical topology of MPPNs, and yields the MPPN energy as a function of the number of MscS per MPPN without any free parameters. We confirm some of the key assumptions underlying our mean-field model by carrying out Monte Carlo simulations of a minimal molecular model of MPPN organization, which we formulate following previous work on viral capsid symmetry [13] . Finally, we use our mean-field model of MPPNs to calculate [12, 14, 15] the MPPN self-assembly phase diagram as a function of protein concentration, bilayer-protein contact angle, and protein size. We show that our model correctly predicts, with all model parameters determined directly from experiments, the observed [4] symmetry and size of MPPNs formed from MscS. Our results suggest that the preferred symmetry and size of MPPNs emerge from the interplay of protein-induced lipid bilayer deformations, topological defects in protein packing, and thermal effects.
Mean-field model.-The membrane-spanning region of MscS [5, 6] has an approximately conical shape [3, 16] with radius ρ i ≈ 3.2 nm in the lipid bilayer midplane and bilayer-protein contact angle α ≈ 0.46-0.54 rad, yielding [3] protein-induced lipid bilayer bending deformations [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The preferred MscS arrangement minimizing bilayer bending energy is expected [9] [10] [11] to be a uniform hexagonal lattice. Our simple mean-field model of MPPNs therefore considers, on the one hand, contri- butions to the MPPN energy arising from MscS-induced bilayer bending deformations for hexagonal protein arrangements [9] [10] [11] 17] . On the other hand, the spherical shape of MPPNs necessitates defects in the preferred hexagonal packing of MscS which, in analogy to viral capsids [12, 13] , yields an energy penalty characteristic of the number of proteins per MPPN, n. Thus, we allow in the total MPPN energy E = E b + E d for contributions due to protein-induced bilayer bending, E b , and topological defects in protein packing, E d , respectively.
We estimate the MPPN bending energy E b using a formalism developed in the context of membrane budding [9] [10] [11] , which we summarize here for completeness. The unit cell associated with uniform hexagonal protein arrangements can be approximated [9] [10] [11] by a circular membrane patch with the protein at its center and boundary conditions set by the spherical shape of MPPNs. We denote the projected radius of the circular membrane patch by ρ o = R sin β [ Fig. 1(b) ], where R is the bilayer midplane radius of MPPNs and β is the patch boundary angle. We have β = arccos[(n − 2)/n] so that the total area covered by membrane patches, 2nπR
2 (1−cos β), is equal to the total MPPN area, 4πR 2 . Minimization of the Helfrich-Canham-Evans bending energy [18] [19] [20] [21] with respect to the bilayer midplane height field then yields [10] the MPPN bending energy,
where the bilayer bending rigidity K b ≈ 14 k B T [22] for the diC14:0 lipids used for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] , and the slopes at the bilayer-protein boundary a = − tan α and at the membrane patch boundary b = − tan β. To account for steric constraints on lipid and protein size we only allow [16] in Eq. (1) for membrane patch sizes ρ i + ρ l when calculating the MPPN energy, where the lipid radius ρ l ≈ 0.45 nm for diC14:0 lipids [23] . Equation (1) yields [10] a preferred unit cell size of hexagonally packed proteins, with E b = 0, which can be achieved if α > β, corresponding to close-packed catenoidal bilayer deformation profiles. Topological defects perturb the hexagonal packing of proteins in MPPNs. To estimate, for each n and R, the energy cost of the resulting deviations from the preferred protein arrangement in Eq. (1) we adopt a mean-field approach developed in the context of viral capsid selfassembly [12] and approximate the hexagonal spring network associated with Eq. (1) [10] by a uniform elastic sheet [24] . In the continuum limit, the minimum-energy protein arrangement in Eq. (1) satisfying ρ o > ρ i then yields [16, 25] the stretching modulus
which depends on n via b. At the mean-field level, the
FIG. 2: (color online). Minimized total MPPN energy Emin
for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] with the contributions E b and E d due to bending deformations and packing defects versus n at α = 0.5 rad. The inset shows the optimal sphere coverage p(n) for n identical non-overlapping circles [26] with particularly favorable packings at n = 12 (icosahedron), n = 24 (snub cube), and n = 48. (Inset after Ref. [26] .)
deviation from the preferred hexagonal packing of proteins in Eq. (1) due to the spherical shape of MPPNs can be quantified [12] through the fraction of the surface of a sphere enclosed by n identical non-overlapping circles at closest packing [26] , p(n), which yields in our model the protein arrangement at each n. The local maxima of p(n) correspond to locally optimal protein packings [see Fig. 2(inset) ]. We thus find [16] the MPPN defect energy
where p max = π/2 √ 3 corresponds to the uniform hexagonal protein arrangements assumed in Eq. (1).
We minimize the total MPPN energy E given by Eqs. (1)-(3) , at each n, with respect to R, which yields the minimum MPPN energy E min (n) with all parameters determined directly by the molecular properties of the lipids and proteins forming MPPNs (see Fig. 2 ). We find that MPPNs with n < n 0 , where n 0 ≈ 20 for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] with α ≈ 0.5 rad, are strongly penalized by the MPPN bending energy, which cannot be minimized to zero in this regime. Furthermore, MPPNs with n < n 0 also tend to be penalized by the MPPN defect energy because K s in Eq. (2) can be large for small n [16] . For n > n 0 , in which case also α > β, we find a range of favorable n corresponding to locally optimal protein packings. However, for n > n 0 the MPPN energies associated with distinct n fall within just a few k B T of each other and, as we discuss further below, thermal effects are therefore crucial in this regime. Finally we note that, for n which allow E b = 0 in Fig. 2 , the preferred protein separation (and, hence, MPPN size) is set, within 0.5%, by E b in Eq. (1).
Minimal molecular model.-Our mean-field model of MPPNs assumes [9] [10] [11] [12] that, for a given n, the protein arrangement in MPPNs is determined by close packing of circular membrane patches, each with a protein at its center. Following previous work on viral capsid symmetry [13] , we test these assumptions through Monte Carlo simulations of a minimal molecular (particle-based) model of MPPN organization, which focuses on short-range interactions between lipids and proteins. In this model, we represent [16] the lipid bilayer and membrane proteins by disks lying on the surface of a sphere and assume that lipids interact with other lipids and proteins via Lennard-Jones potentials [13] with, for simplicity, hardcore steric repulsion between proteins. These interactions can be parametrized [16] based on experiments and previous calculations [6, 21, 23, 27, 28] but our simulation results are not sensitive to the particular interactions used. We employed simulated annealing Monte Carlo simulations [29] with linear cooling to numerically determine the minimum-energy configuration of lipids and proteins in our minimal molecular model of MPPN organization. Following experiments on MPPNs formed from MscS [4] we focused in our simulations on MPPNs with n = 24 and a total of ≈ 1700 lipids [16] . Figure 3 shows the minimum-energy MPPN configuration found in our simulations. The results in Fig. 3 suggest that, in the ground state of the system, MscS are arranged in the form of a snub cube, in agreement with the corresponding optimal protein packing assumed in the mean-field model of MPPNs in Fig. 2 . To quantify the quality of the polyhedral fit in Fig. 3 we proceeded as in experiments on MPPNs [4] and used least-square minimization [16] to calculate the minimum fit error for 132 convex polyhedra [30] : the Platonic, Archimedean, Catalan, and Johnson solids. We define [4] the fit error as the sum over the squared distances between the simulated positions of protein centers and the closest fitted polyhedron vertices. We find [16] that the snub cube (dextro) yields the best fit with a fit error ≈ 420Å 2 , while the second-and third-best fits are provided by the truncated cuboctahedron and pentagonal hexecontahedron (levo) with the substantially larger fit errors ≈ 3700Å 2 and ≈ 5800Å 2 , respectively. Phase diagram.-Based on our mean-field model of MPPNs we construct the MPPN phase diagram from [12] the statistical thermodynamics of amphiphile selfassembly in dilute aqueous solutions [14, 15] . Let N n denote the total number of proteins bound in MPPNs with n proteins each and N w the total number of solvent molecules, which we take [4, 7] to be dominated by contributions due to water. For MPPNs formed from MscS the protein concentration ≈ 1 mg/mL [4] , with the molecular mass ≈ 2.2 × 10 5 g/mol for MscS [31] , yielding the protein number fraction c = n N n /N w ≈ 7.8 × 10 −8 . We assume here that all proteins in the system are incorporated into MPPNs, a point we return to below. In the dilute limit c 1 with no interactions between MPPNs we have [14, 15] the mixing entropy
, where the MPPN number fraction Φ(n) = Nn nNw . This then allows [14, 15] construction of the Helmholtz free energy F = E − T S with E = N w n Φ(n)E min (n), in which the minimum MPPN energy E min (n) is determined by our mean-field model of MPPNs via Eqs. (1)-(3) . Minimization of F with respect to Φ(n) [14, 15] results in
where β = 1/k B T and the protein chemical potential µ is fixed by the constraint n nΦ(n) = c. As in Fig. 2 , we restrict n to the range 10 ≤ n ≤ 80 for simplicity. Finally, we calculate the MPPN equilibrium distribution φ(n) from Eq. (4) via φ(n) = Φ(n)/ 80 n=10 Φ(n). Figure 4 shows the MPPN self-assembly phase diagram as a function of protein number fraction c and bilayerprotein contact angle α for the region of parameter space relevant for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] . In agreement with experiments [4, 7] our model predicts that MPPNs with n = 24 are dominant for MPPNs formed from MscS. As observed experimentally [4] the MPPNs in Fig. 4 with n = 24 have the symmetry of a snub cube with MscS located at the polyhedron vertices. We note that MPPNs with n = 12 and icosahedral symmetry, which exhibit the closest packing of MscS for 10 ≤ n ≤ 80 [ Fig. 2(inset) ], yield φ(12) 1 in Fig. 4 due to the relatively small [10] α of MscS [3, 5, 6] , which results in a large E b for n = 12. Our mean-field model of MPPNs predicts, with all parameters fixed directly by experiments [3] [4] [5] [6] 22] , that MPPNs with n = 24 have a bilayer midplane radius R ≈ 10 nm for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] . Adjusting for the length of the MscS cytoplasmic region ≈ 10 nm [6, 16] (Fig. 1) , the size of the dominant MPPNs predicted by our model is in quantitative agreement with the total MPPN radius ≈ 20 nm measured in experiments [4] for n = 24. Apart from the dominant MPPNs with n = 24, experiments also suggest [4] that lipids and MscS can self-assemble into MPPNs with a smaller average radius, but the symmetry of these MPPNs is unclear. The observed sub-dominant MPPNs [4] may correspond to the low-symmetry structures competing with MPPNs with n = 24 in Fig. 4 . In particular, Fig. 4 predicts that the most abundant low-symmetry MPPNs correspond to MPPNs with n = 20, D 3h symmetry, and a radius at the bilayer midplane which is reduced by ≈ 1 nm compared to MPPNs with n = 24. Figure 4 shows that the dominant MPPN symmetry and size only weakly depend on c. This suggests that even if not all proteins in the system are incorporated into MPPNs, and the effective value of c is smaller than c ≈ 7.8 × 10 −8 [4] , the key model predictions discussed above remain unchanged-indeed, smaller c tend to increase the dominance of MPPNs with n = 24 and n = 20 (Fig. 4) while leaving the MPPN radius unchanged. In contrast, Fig. 4 suggests that α is a key parameter set- ting the preferred symmetry and size of MPPNs. Calculating the MPPN self-assembly phase diagram as a function of α and the protein radius ρ i (see Fig. 5 ), we find that the dominant MPPN symmetry is more sensitive to variations in α than ρ i . With the exception of n = 18, which is almost as closely packed as the locally optimal packing state n = 17 [ Fig. 2(inset) ], all of the dominant MPPN symmetries in Fig. 5 correspond to locally optimal protein packings, with n = 24 yielding the largest φ(n). Finally, we note that the bilayer bending rigidity K b ≈ 14 k B T [22] of the lipids used for MPPNs [4] is small compared to other lipids [3, 22] , and that it has also been suggested [32] [33] [34] that K b may be increased in the vicinity of membrane proteins. We find [16] that, as K b is being increased, the dominance of MPPNs with n = 24 becomes increasingly pronounced for MPPNs formed from MscS [4, 7] .
Conclusion.-To aid the utilization of MPPNs for high-resolution structural studies [4, 7] we have developed a simple physical description of MPPNs which connects the symmetry and size of MPPNs to key molecular properties of the lipids and proteins forming MPPNs. Our model accounts for the energy cost of proteininduced lipid bilayer bending deformations [9] [10] [11] and topological defects in protein packing in MPPNs [12, 13] , and the statistical thermodynamics [12] [13] [14] [15] of MPPN self-assembly. With all model parameters determined directly from experiments, our model correctly predicts the observed [4] symmetry and size of MPPNs formed from MscS. Our results suggest that the MPPN bending and defect energies determine a lower cutoff on the number of proteins per MPPN, with the MPPN defect energy and thermal effects yielding MPPNs with locally optimal protein packings close to this cutoff as the dominant MPPN symmetry and size. Our model suggests how, through suitable choices of key lipid and protein properties, a range of well-defined MPPN symmetries and sizes can be produced in experiments.
